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The article analyses the system of methodological principles employed in the comprehensive study of linguistic variation in
diachrony. In particular, the author defines the essence of the scientific principle as a means of linguistic study as well as thoroughly
describes the system of methodological principles of a diachronic study of any linguistic variations. The described methodological
foundations of a diachronic study are substantiated through the prism of Ukrainian written monuments of the late Middle Ages. The
paper also outlines the prospects of further theoretical and methodological scientific studies for historical linguistics. The study
material comprises more than nine thousand variable language elements, recorded in the texts of business and religious writing of the
late Middle Ages. The sources for the study are represented by handwritten and printed monuments of the official style of the Old
Ukrainian language and the religious style of the Church Slavonic language of the Ukrainian edition. As a result of the carried out
research, it has been defined that the methodology of diachronic study of variable language phenomena is based on the principles of a
scientific and objective approach to the variation of the literary language in historical conditions on the basis of a complex unity of
historical, systemic, anthropocentric, and synergetic directions of linguistic studies. The described methodological aspects of the
study of linguistic variations can be used in training courses of general linguistics, historical grammar of the Ukrainian language, the
history of the Ukrainian literary language and historical dialectology as well as in the following optional courses: “Language
Variation in Diachrony”, “Principles and Methods of Linguistic Analysis of Linguistic Variation”, “Formation of the Ukrainian
Language Standards” for students of philological departments.
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Introduction
Language is the result of numerous intra- and extra-linguistic changes that occur in the process of its
development and are reflected in split-level variable elements, resulting in the variation of the language
system as a whole. Variation is one of the internal factors of the language changeability, the effect of which
is associated with internal and external factors of the language development, realised through the creation,
selection, operation of variants of linguistic units, that is, in the process of variation.
The systemic study of variable language units in the context of a certain territorial-linguistic formation
broadens the empirical base of historical dialectology, deepens the guidelines of historical grammar, in
particular, of the Ukrainian language and other Slavic languages, discovers new approaches to the territorial
division of a certain language during a certain period of its development.
Linguistic deviations, linguistic confusions, and linguistic doublets are fragmentarily considered in the
works of Ukrainian linguists. Ohiienko (1930) discovered linguistic confusions on the phonetic and
morphological levels in the text of the Krekhiv Apostle of the XVI century, for example, the variative
manifestations of the former *ě, double forms reflecting the change e > o, palatal and hard p, doublet caseforms of nouns, variative forms of adjectives, parallel personal endings in the verbs of the first person
plural, etc. (pp. 239-279, 317-360). While studying the language of the Transcarpathian documents of the
second half of the XVI and early XVII centuries, Pankevych (1958) made conclusions grounded on his
observations of the language of the Niagov Gospel Exhortations, the Uglian Gospel, the Torun and
Sokyrnytskyi collections, and other written sources from this area (pp. 171-181). According to the
researcher, the scribes of the mentioned records applied the principles that were different from the norms of
the Ukrainian literary language adopted in the western Ukrainian territories, so the old texts reflect the whole
phonetic and grammatical structure of the Maramoros dialect of that time, in which, along with the Old
Church Slavonic language forms, numerous dialectisms are found. In his turn, Nimchuk (1981), describing
the language of the acts of Volyn and Naddnieper Ukraine of the XVII century, discovered in general the
north-Ukrainian dialectal sound characteristics of the language of the records, which are evident in
deviations from the old Ukrainian etymological spelling, as well as recorded archaic and innovative elements
in the morphology of the acts (pp. 14-20).
It should also be mentioned that a number of aspects of the Ukrainian language development are
covered in the studies of foreign linguists. Thus, Kuraszkiewicz (1934), a Polish researcher, while
investigating the language of the Galician-Volhynian Chronicles of the XIV – XV centuries, substantiated
the influence of the linguistic tradition, dialects, and linguistic analogy on the appearance of doublet forms of
different language levels. Stang (1935), a Norwegian linguist, in his research study on the formal language of
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the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, consistently distinguished among the characteristic phonetic features the
phenomenon of vowel deviations in the texts of documents of the XIV – XV centuries, and found out the
reasons for these changes (pp. 14-33). Andersen (1969) analysed Ukrainian prefixes in diachrony (pp. 809,
824-825). The researcher pointed out morphological changes in the grammatical structure of the word, taking
into account the pre-Ukrainian, early Ukrainian, and modern Ukrainian forms, and clarified the causes and
mechanisms of the appearance of variative linguistic units.
In our previous work, we analysed the system of linguistic methods for studying the variation
phenomenon on the material of the written records of the late Middle Ages (Tsaralunga, 2018), but solving
the problems of standardisation of the language as a system at different stages of functioning and solving the
problem of streamlining its lexical, phonetic, and grammatical structure require further improvement of the
methodological foundations of such research.
The methods and principles of diachronic analysis in terms of content and purpose are somewhat
different from the methodology of synchronic linguistics, although, obviously, they are not applied
separately from it. As Tarlanov (1995) thinks, methods of synchrony, having been developed even before the
birth of diachronic linguistics, in canonical form served for the sole purpose – verifying and prescribing,
since the methods of diachrony were oriented primarily at explaining the language facts, the search for
answers to the questions: is the present state of a language eternal, what is the life of a language (languages)
in time and space? (p. 115).
The problem of the development of the Ukrainian language is reflected in numerous scientific articles
and manuscripts; it has been effectively worked out in Ukrainian historical linguistics. However, from this
perspective Pivtorak (2015) remarks that the vast majority of scientists “…completely sidestep the
theoretical foundations and methodological viewpoints, on the basis of which they build the research” (p. 5).
The linguist emphasises various aspects of the theory and methodology of scientific studies on the
ethnogenesis of different peoples and the glottogenesis of related languages, the importance of creating a
comprehensive universal theory that could be used in the study of history of any particular language or
related languages, taking into account the specifics of their formation and development (Pivtorak, 2015,
p. 6). Therefore, it is important today to develop a methodology for the analysis of written monuments of
various genres and styles for the systematic study of variable phonetic, morphological and other elements of
literary and written language, for finding out the causes of linguistic variances as well as defining the role of
dialects and foreign language influences in the occurrence of linguistic variation.
The aim of the study is to describe the system of methodological principles of the comprehensive study
of linguistic variations in diachrony as the means of providing a system of procedures for analysing the
phenomenon of language parallelism using the data from Ukrainian written monuments.
This aim is achieved by performing a set of the following tasks: to define the essence of the scientific
principle as a means of linguistic research; to characterise the system of methodological principles of
diachronic study of linguistic variation; to reflect the described methodological principles through the prism
of the Ukrainian literary monuments of the late Middle Ages; to outline the prospects of theoretical and
methodological scientific studies for historical linguistics.
Methods and data collection
Different research methods have been applied to the study of linguistic variation of the late Middle
Ages period. During the data collection, we used the method of a formal analysis, which helped group the
language elements of different levels according to their definite features. The structural method is employed
to studying the structure of the language and systematisation of its units, the comparative method is used to
define the variation of continuative forms of ancient sounds and parallel word forms. The process of the
emergence of variants of the Ukrainian literary language has been substantiated with the help of a
comparative-historical method; the interpretation of the revealed language phenomena is carried out with the
use of a descriptive method. The linguo-geographical method is used at studying the territorial spread of
language phenomena. The dynamics of variable elements is analysed by mapping and applying the method of
quantitative calculations.
The data under study comprises over 9,000 variable language elements recorded in the texts of
business and religious writing of the late Middle Ages. The source of the material under study is
represented by the handwritten and printed monuments of the official style of the Old Ukrainian language
and the religious style of the Church Slavonic language of the Ukrainian edition. The linguistic analysis also
involves the materials of the published historical dictionaries: the Dictionary of the Old Ukrainian language
of the XIV – XV centuries, the Dictionary of the Ukrainian language of the XVI – the first half of the XVII
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centuries, as well as dialectal and etymological dictionaries. The Atlas of the Ukrainian language is used to
compare the evidence of written monuments and the facts of modern linguogeography.
Results and Discussion
The multidimensionality of language as the object of scientific studies predetermines the diverse nature
of methodological approaches. Thus, according to Selivanova (2008), the study of the laws of language
development in diachrony, the elucidation of the evolutionary character of language changes in the context
of the problem of linguistic variation can take place in terms of a certain scientific paradigm, which is
recognised as a pattern of knowledge and actions in a given period in the society in question, which give a
model for problems statement and their solution in the scientific community (p. 15). Analysing the history of
linguistics, the researcher distinguishes the functioning of such main scientific paradigms:
– genetic (comparative-historical, evolutionary), which gained special importance in linguistics of the
XX century, was guided by the principles of historicism, diachronic language consideration;
– taxonomic (systemic-structural), which dominated in the first half of the XX century and was based on
the principles of synchronicity of linguistic description, ontological dualism of invariants and variants of
language units, language systemacity;
– pragmatic (communicative-functional), the formation of which took place in the second half of the XX
century and led to the analysis of the human factor in the language, envisaged the consideration of language
as an instrument of human success achievement, etc.;
– cognitive (or cognitive-discursive), aimed at explaining the constant correlations and connections
between language, language products, on the one hand, and the structures of knowledge, thinking and
consciousness operations, on the other hand (Selivanova, 2009, p. 210-211).
In the context of each of them, the most important methodological tool, the basis of cognition and the
theoretical and methodological basis is the scientific principle. According to Hlushchenko (2010), the global
statements with a wide range of actions of strategic importance act as principles (p. 42). A principle as a
means of scientific study is decisive in its initial, intermediate and final stages. The body of principles of the
scientific study of linguistic phenomena is of paramount importance for diachronic linguistics.
The principle of objectivity of the study
The methodology of the complex analysis of the phenomenon of language parallelism in the historical
aspect embraces a number of principles. The principle of objectivity is manifested in the comprehensive
consideration of the factors that give rise to one or another phenomenon in finding of adequate research
methods. For objective conclusions on the spread of one or another territorial-linguistic formation in the past,
the study should be comprehensive, simultaneously taking into account a number of factors.
Diachronic complexes of variable language elements appear in focus of a certain epoch as a result of
cause-effect relationships of socio-political events, spiritual and educational processes, linguistic and ethnic
consciousness, etc. The development of the Ukrainian language of the XIV – XV centuries took place in the
conflicting historical conditions that Farion (2015) rightly calls “...antagonistic and paradoxical: the constant
development and opposition, retreat and establishment against the backdrop of threatening political
circumstances, because of which Rus turned out to be a part of different states” (p. 229), hence the
differences in the midst of the language itself between its northern and south-western variants were deepened.
From the standpoint of the scientific and objective approach, the diachronic study of variation should be
made taking into account the external and inter-language factors of the development of the Ukrainian
language during the late Middle Ages period. The written speech on the Ukrainian lands of the XIV – XV
centuries was the privilege of a certain part of the society, primarily elites, associated with political power,
regulation of life, the spread of certain ideological systems, etc. The language historians emphasise the fact
that the traditional writing, the Old Bulgarian vocabulary, the bookish-church range of concepts and ways of
expressing opinions largely fence off the researchers to the living language environment of the old Ukrainian
language of that time, therefore, for various reasons the oral speech does not find an adequate reflection in
writing (Moisiienko, 2016, p. 11). Such situation became more complicated by adapting of clerks to the
current graphical system, which was not always able to reproduce live folk speech. Therefore, the preconceptual study of the language historian partly involves the diligent picking up of errors and omissions,
which were made by the clerks at that time under the active folk-speaking influence, which is stipulated by
the method of formal analysis of the texts of the preserved written monuments of the specified period.
For the objectivity of the study, it is expedient to process the actual material of as many preserved
written monuments as possible in the complex with the dialectical sources available for today, since giving
preference to either of the facts of the monuments or linguogeography, obviously, will lead the researcher to
false conclusions. According to the assumptions of Buzuk (1931) as for the historical study of language,
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“…when we have at our disposal the required number of monuments from different countries and different
time, we, by comparing their evidence with data of dialects, could find out about where and when a certain
phenomenon was born, and then over what centuries and in which directions it was developed” (p. 113).
However, the irregular geographical and temporal distribution of ancient documents, their late copies and the
influence of traditional orthography complicate the solution of the topical problems of Ukrainian linguistics.
More attention should be paid to the parallel writing in the texts of documents that can give an idea of their
authors’ speech, about the folk-speaking specific character in different regions, about the peculiar features of
Ukrainian glottogenesis. Just “...in the slips of pen and variant spellings that are often encountered in the
most ancient written monuments of the second half of the XI century with the consistent growth in
subsequent periods”, the researchers advise to seek the display of the corresponding dialect features,
processes and phenomena, “...tens and hundreds of cases of reflection of language features that are
characteristic for the living Ukrainian language” (Pivtorak, 2015, p.9). For example, we have implemented
and depicted this approach in the table “The phonetic variation in the monuments of the official-business
style of the XIV – XV centuries” (see Table 1).
Table 1. “The phonetic variation in the monuments of the official-business style
of the XIV – XV centuries”

Phonetic
phenomenon and
Inherited
its preliterate
ancient forms
(proto-Slavic)
manifestation

Features,
found in the
northern
monuments,
typical of
modern
northern
dialects

Features, found in the
southwest monuments,
typical of modern
southwest dialects

*ě > е:
*ě > і: оу Било(м)
*ě > ѣ:
воєводє,
Городѣ, дитемъ,
володѣти,
в городε,
роздиляючися,
свидци,
вѣдати, на
завешона,
вирную, липшє,
вѣки вѣчныu,
замєнити,
у пасици, прыихалы,
велѣли, слузѣ
мещаны,
соби
вѣсити, дѣдин, повыменялъ,
дѣломъ, лѣсъ, полеский, на
рєцє,
измѣну
сєножатми
Reflexes *’а та *ę *’а, *ę > u/z/я: *’а, *ę > е:
*devętъ,
всuкому,
впаметанья,
вступоватисu, дєвєтдєсатъ
*měsęсь
девuт(ь),
десе(т), ыме,
месеца,
кнuзь, мѣсяця,
п
ѣнезей,
пѣнuзи,
розвезати,
свzтого,
светое,
станься,
склоняючисе,
тисячей
тисеча,
хотечи
болшєє,
о, е > у, ю: бу(л)шєє,
Change of
пановъ,
годувлю, добровоульно,
etymological *ē
тетъка,
Журжь, ку(л)косъ,
and *ō
*koliko,
шесть
панYв(ь), попоу(д),
*tetъka
прYзвищемъ, торгувлu,
Федуть; грошювъ,
королювства,
по нюмъ, своюй,
слюбуюмъ, тютка,
оу ту(м)
Reflexes *ě
*lěsъ,
*na rěcě

Reflex adhesion дали, мимо; абы – аби, три годи – три годы, εсми –
вышє, сыномъ
εсмы,
of former
люди – люды, малы(х) – мали(х), млина –
*і, *у > и
*četyri,
млына, нинѣки – нынѣки, тысѣчи –
*mimo
тисѣчи, триста – трыста, оумысломъ
– умисломъ, чотири – чотыри
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Borrowings from other languages

South Slavic
(Middle
Bulgarian)

Differential
features of
modern
Ukrainian
language

West Slavic
(Polish)

Manifestations
u: вuрному,
всu(м), вѣлuли,
дuлъ,
крuпос(т),
лu(т),
ис сuмъ, тuмъ

білий, віра,
діло,
завішений,
замінити,
ліпше, міський,
на пасіці,
поліський, на
ріці,
сіножать, собі

Manifestations
ѣ: дєсѣтину,
завѣзск(у),
кнѣгиню,
моунтѣнскыи,
присѣгнути,
сѣпокуситъ,
оузѣти, чєлѣди

дев’ять, ім’я,
княгиня,
місяць,
пам’ять,
розв’язати,
святий,
спокуситися,
тисяча,
хотячи

більший,
годівлю,
добровільно,
кількість,
королівство,
у моїм, панів,
попід, потім,
прізвище,
своїй, у тім,
тітка, шість
аби, люди,
малий, млин,
нині, тисяча,
триста,
чотири
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Distribution of по єдино(м),
єдиносvщнаа,
initial *je > о
*edinъ,
єдна, є(д)нали,
*ezero
єзєро,
Єзєрu(н)
Change of е after Preservation of е:
жεною,
fricatives
*čelo,
жьжєноє,
*žena
при нашєи,
ничεго,
пошє(л),
прε(д)рεчε(н)н
ой чєломъ,
чєтыры

Reflexes *tоrt,
*tоlt, *tеrt, *tеlt
*dervo,
*zolto

боронити,
володѣти,
ворота,
черезъ

jдно, по одномъ, jдноу, ожє, озеро,
jзерце, Jзєрuны, Оленка, Олефѣрько,
Осташко, Jхрѣмъ

Оленка, один,
озеро,
Озеряни,
Осташко,
Охрім
божого,
грошовий,
нічого,
нашому, пішов,
чоловік,
чорний,
чотириста,
шовк,
шостий

е > о: божого,
бочокъ, будучого,
вжо, грошовою,
тамъ жо, жонъка,
Золочов, нашому,
ничого, сѣлищо,
чоловεковъ,
Чорный,
Чорторыиского,
чотыриста,
лєто шосто
Бєлогоро(д)а, Бєрєговъ, Берестью,
з болоты, Володиславь, Воронєць, на
городε,
золота, в колодε, молодому, в середу,
стерегутъ, Чєрєватого

блато, на
брѣзѣ,
Бѣлограда,
Владимир,
Владиславу,
Вра(н)ча(н),
во граде,
здравїє,
златы(х),
кралѣ,
на планину,
исъ
сла(д)ницою

держuт(ь), в Галичy, держати, Дробыша, Журжь,
Nonpalatalisation of нашю, свѣдчю, ливовчанє, нашу, полочаны, jборочати,
пεча(т), праоунучатомъ, Ста(н)чоу(л),
fricative
тисячя,
consonants
щuткове
сѣножатьми, тисяча, урочища
*tysętja,
*žęti

Галич,
держати,
нашу, печать,
правнуча,
сіножать,
тисяча,
урочище
двадцять,
дільниця,
кравцю,
Кременця,
криниця, лицю,
місяць, отець,
п’ятнадцятий,
тридцять,
телиця,
теплиця,
яловиця

двадцuть,
Palatalisation/
non-palatalisation
мѣсuцu,
of ц
j(т)цu,
*měsęсь,
трынадцятог
*ovьса
о

Displaying of
Palatalisation of ц:
palatalised ц:
вл~(д~)чицu,
въ границахъ,
j(т) готовцu,
двадъцать,
дванаицu(т),
двана(д)цать,
дєлницю, Изварецю,
Камєницю,
дѣлницоу,
Кръницu, лицю,
Кра(в)цоу,
рu(д)цu, Солонцu,
Крεмε(н)ца,
Тєлицu,
с крыницами,
оу Топлицю,
куницами, мєсєца,
шистьцuтого
jтца,
пятнадцатыи,
сєстрєнца, на
Сырцу,
тридъцать,
тринадцатого,
zловицу
благословеня, нароженя, jбличе,
Assimilation of Preservation of j:
братїами,
отправованя,
sound j
*podanьje,
взольєть,
за пєча(т)ю, пода(н)u, су(д)z,
*s^dьja
Ильu, начиньє,
чолоби(т)z
у Подольи,
судьz, успєнїє

Simplification of
sounds in groups
of consonants
*čьstьnъ,
*městьсе

волостка,
кнuзъства,
мѣстъцє,
мѣстьчuны,

волоска, князтва, кожъды(и), на мисцѣ,
мѣсчuномъ, намεснику, сємоє лѣто,
cчасливо, чесное

наместникомъ,

честныи
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е > о in
participles:
завешона,
непорушоно,
ображоному,
позычоныхъ,
положона,
посвѣтчонъ,
почонъ,
преречоный,
принужоный,
уложона
бронити,
берег, болото,
Влодимєрьском,
боронити,
Влодисла(в),
Володимир,
вротит, гро(д),
город,
кролєвская,
здоров’я,
кролu,
золотий,
премы(с)ки,
колода,
про(х)ницы
молодий,
середа,
солодкий,
стерегти,
черево

власным

браття, Ілля,
ллється,
народження,
обличчя,
печаттю,
Поділля,
подання, суддя
власний,
кожний,
місце,
намісник,
сьоме, щасливо
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*dj > ж: Медвижи, межи, нароженя,
*dj > жд:
jсужuємъ, преже, принужєнu,
потвръждаєм
прирожоний, рожєство, с твержами, о, принуждалъ,
оутверженїz
прину(ж)дєниz,
рождества,
*zdj > ждж (ждч):
оугождьши(х),
jбъεжъдчати, приє(ж)джали
утвε(р)ждεнїε
приєждчали
голдовалис, мохил(Y), полє(х)чили, прибεхъши, jт(ъ)
Displaying of
Хермана, хєрцєгъ, Хлубокою,
the pharyngeal гроши, могилу,
оулєгчили хо(л)довати, хородни(к), от Хородничан,
sound h
на єди(н) хра(б), Хри(н)ко,
Хри(н)кови(ч), хроши

Reflexivity of
*dj
*(j)ězdj^, *medjā

догоджати,
межа,
народження,
об’їжджати,
приїжджати,
природжений,
утверджувати
глубока, город,
граб, Гринь,
гроші, могила,
полегшити,
прибігши

According to the table, in the field of phonetics of Ukrainian records of the XIV – XV centuries,
linguistic variation was extremely widespread, both in the system of vocalism and in the system of
consonantism. In particular, linguistic variation was typical of the following phenomena: the reflection of the
old *ě, continuation of the former *ę and *’а, the change of etymological ē and ō, adhesion of *і, *у > и,
distribution of initial *je > о, transition of е > о after sibilants, reflection of such combinations as *tоrt,
*tоlt, *tеrt, *tеlt, hardening of sibilant consonants, hardening/softening of ц (ts), assimilation of the
consonant j, simplification of sounds in groups of consonants, the change of *dj, etc. Using the complex
analysis of language parallelism, we have summarised and systematised the phonetic features characteristic
of traditional writing, linguistic manifestations that have become differentiating for modern Ukrainian
literary language, examples of Ukrainian dialectal speech.
The principle of historicism belongs to the fundamental principles of comparative-historical linguistics. It
provides an understanding of a language as a phenomenon that has been historically evolving since the early
stages of its formation till the last stages or prospects for its further development (Melnychuk, 2000, p. 311).
The historical principle is, of course, relevant to the historical-genetic, typological, areal linguistic studies,
including the old Ukrainian literary and written language. In our study, the principle of historicism is realised in
the reconstruction of ancient forms of different language levels, comparison of language elements inherited
from the previous periods of development, and the newer formations, found in the variable spellings in the
official-business and religious texts of the late Middle Ages, in coverage of the influence of other linguistic
systems on the Ukrainian writing usage of that time, in determination of historical laws for the development of
related languages from the protolanguage (Tsaralunga, 2011; Тsaralunga, 2014; Tsaralunga, 2016).
The principle of systemacity
The structuralistic scientific paradigm is aimed at studying the language as an ordered system, the
hierarchy of language levels. According to the principle of systemacity a language must be studied in its entire
essential links with other phenomena of social activity, with the nature and structure of society as a whole,
taking into account inter-language interactions, the complex internal interconnection of different language
structural levels and elements (Melnychuk, 2000, p. 311). The principle of systemacity in our diachronic study
is realised in the context of the structural method: applied to study of the phonetic and morphological variation
of the old Ukrainian literary and written language, it has enabled to analyse its sound, grammatical disorder, to
find out the peculiar features of the synthesis of language elements, which are heterogeneous at all structural
levels, to determine the specifics of the formation of differential features of the Ukrainian language at the
phonetic and morphological levels by the features found in the monuments studied.
Rushkovskyi (2014) suggests carrying out a systematic division of variable language elements
according to the following criteria: language standardisation (normative and non-normative variants),
language levels (orthographic, grammar, lexical, etc.), omnitude of use (systemic and idiolectal), frequency
of use (frequent and rare), the chronological criterion (old and new forms), the geographical criterion
(regional and general Polish forms), the range of occurrence (professions, etc.), the stylistic criterion (neutral
and stylistically marked, for example, expressive, bookish, etc.) (p. 54-59). Hence, in the context of the
systematic approach, we have used the method of formal analysis, on the basis of which the language
elements of different levels are grouped by specific features, the comparative method is applied to determine
the variation of continuative forms of ancient sounds, the parallel word forms. In particular, the system of
morphological variants is included in the tables: “The morphological variation in the monuments of officialbusiness styles of the XIV – XV centuries”, “The morphological variation in the style of religious
monuments of XIV – XV centuries” (Tsaralunga, 2017, p. 432-448).
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The principle of anthropocentrism helps understand the anthropocentric nature of language phenomena
and processes, represents the tendency to study the language in close connection with a person, his/her
consciousness, thinking, spiritual and practical activity (Kubrjakova, 1995, p. 240). In particular, the anthropic
projection of language receives a peculiar tone in the field of dialectology, where special attention is paid to an
individual, his/her characteristics, associated with the peculiar features of individual perception of the world,
reflection of the worldview in speech, the formation of the dialectal picture of the world as a whole.
Holubovska (2013) insists that the anthropological nomination is the most appropriate name of the modern
paradigm of linguistic knowledge: in the sphere of penchant for a person of modern objects of scientific study
not only cognitive linguistics is being developed, but also cultural linguistics, lingual conceptology,
pragmalinguistics, communicative acts theory, discourse study, etc. (p. 71). So, from the point of view of the
study of language variants in diachrony, the problem of language personality is being updated. Many of the
written monuments that have come to nowadays indicate about the origin of the clerk, who involuntarily guided
by the living folk speech, as well as the level of his education, the knowledge of book writing dogmas,
traditions of the document management of that time. It is “language variances”, “errors” of local clerks,
alternatives, double and parallel language elements that reflect the phonetic and grammatical structure of
subdialects, dialects of that time, the struggle of archaic and innovative trends, foreign-language influences.
The principle of dynamism
Language is a dynamic system that changes under the influence of social processes, responds to the
linguistic consciousness of its bearers. The principle of dynamism in linguistics is realised in the study of the
peculiar features of the formation and standardisation of norms of the literary language, which are dynamic,
varying in their character. According to the researchers’ observations the standards do not form monotonous
sets of features inherent in the functioning of the units representing the corresponding language levels;
therefore, the variation of the standards, the distinction between their central (nuclear) and peripheral
manifestations is typical of the literary language (Hryshchenko, 2002, p. 10-11). The changeability of the
standards is determined by the internal tension between emerging and disappearing, productive and
unproductive, central and peripheral phenomena.
For the analysis of the dynamics of the language elements variation it is appropriate to use mapping, in
particular, on the map “The display of the reflexes of *ō and *ē in the language of the letters of XIV century” the
nuclear and peripheral zones of different kinds of continuation of ancient sounds have been traced (see Map 1).
The areas of variable elements are also found on other schematic maps of the spread of language phenomena
based on the material of the written monuments of the late Middle Ages (Tsaralunga, 2017, p. 392-417).

Map 1. The display of the reflexes of *ō and *ē in the language of the letters of XIV century
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The study of variable language elements in terms of dynamics makes it possible to detect the processes
of decay of old and the formation of new features in its subsystems. The linguists accentuate on the study of
“just those processes of development, seeking to balance and symmetry in synchrony, still do not allow
reaching absolute stability: one (relatively static) stage of development is changing into the dynamic one. In
this way, new trends appear. Variants of language elements on each synchronised section serve as a kind of
indicators of changes taking place against the background of stable, unchanged components of the system”
(Kostiv, 2010, p. 404). Since the question of the actual degree of changes in language, their quantitative and
qualitative indicator of the particular period of development of the literary and written language, their
influence on the formation of a certain language continuum constitute considerable lacunae in the studies of
the history of the Ukrainian language, the method of quantitative calculations is of particular importance for
determination of them. The totality of different language features in the medieval written monuments of
northern and south-western areas and their place in the formation of the northern and south-western variants
of the old Ukrainian language, separation of territorial-linguistic units in different periods will help you
efficiently display linguo-geographical and descriptive research methods.
The principle of synergetics
Changes in the public mind, progress of the methodology as science generate new approaches and
principles of linguistic research, in the sphere of linguistics “…the principles of the synergetics are
increasingly penetrating, they postulate a focus on a language as a synergetic super-system, non-linear,
unbalanced, determined from the inside and outside, which is in the state of transition from chaos to order
and further – to a new order through the interaction of the destructive tendencies and parameters of
organising this super-system” (Selivanova, 2009, p. 212). In the context of the theory of synergetics, the
language facts are analysed in the mutual determinacy of different super-systems – infinite being, culture,
and ethno-consciousness, worldview, society, etc. Holubovska (2013), stating the methodological crisis in
linguistic science, which is evident in the eclecticism of a variety of methodological approaches,
methodological uncertainty, reductionism, the scientific thinking inertia, suggests that it is a synergistic
approach will be the basis for the formation of a fundamentally new vision and understanding of the World
by a Person (p. 72-73).
For example, when identifying and analysing certain dialectal features of variable elements in the liturgical
and business monuments the synergistics of a live national speech is essential, and then the native language of
the author, a copyist of texts, because, by the observations of the linguists “... for each individual only native
language can fully reveal its depth, opportunities, it becomes the most convenient, most perfect, the sweetest
“tool” for cognitive activities to the heart” (Batsevych, 2009, p. 95). Creating a unique to each person spiritual
unity with the world, the native people’s word forms the dialect space, the system of Ukrainian dialect
continuum, a kind of a language plane of the nation’s existence. In connection with this nature of the language
development, the studied written monuments of the Ukrainian language are means of reproducing inter-lingual
and inter-dialect contact, demographic shifts and migration processes, which, for example, were clearly
illustrated by Moisiienko (2003) at describing the language of the Kholmshchyna “Articles to Kosopudskyi
Brotherhood” of the second half of the XVII century: despite the fact that the document is of a church
orientation, it is characterised by consistent southern-Ukrainian dialect features, shows a significant Polish
influence and by a combination of linguistic peculiarities it allows us to draw a conclusion on the origin of the
clerk – from the southern Kholmshchyna or the northwest of the Dniester region.
The system of methodological principles for the comprehensive study of linguistic variation in the
diachrony is ramified, which is due to the specifics of the linguistic material, the growing interest of the
scientists in the problems of the historical study of the language, the active development of theoretical and
methodological foundations of linguistics.
Conclusions
Consequently, we conducted an analysis of the system of methodological principles of the
comprehensive study of linguistic variation in diachrony on the basis of the studying the texts of the
Ukrainian written artifacts of the XIV – XV centuries.
First of all, we specified the content of the "scientific principles" concept, which are global statements
having strategic importance as tools for scientific research at its initial, intermediate and final stages.
Having described the system of methodological principles of diachronic study of linguistic variation
from the perspective of the Ukrainian written artifacts of the late Middle Ages, we state: the methodology of
diachronic study of variable language phenomena is based on the principles of a scientific and objective
approach to coverage of the variation of the literary language in concrete historical conditions, on the basis
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of historicism, systemacity, anthropocentrism, dynamism and synergetics. The obtained results of our
scientific study specify the methods of differentiation of language variants; enlarge the methodological
principles of scientific cognition of language in diachrony.
The results of the study are also crucial in that they open up new approaches to the territorial
segmentation of the Ukrainian language of the XIV – XV centuries, in particular, the identification of its
varieties (North Ukrainian, South-western Ukrainian, etc.). The practical value of the work is determined by
the possibility of using scientific generalisations for writing fundamental works on the history of the
Ukrainian language, historical grammar and dialectology, as well as for typological studies of the
comparative grammar of Slavic languages.
The described methodological aspects of the study of linguistic variation should be used to create
training courses in general linguistics, historical grammar of the Ukrainian language, the history of the
Ukrainian literary language and historical dialectology, to develop special courses in “Language variation in
diachrony”, “Principles and methods of linguistic analysis of linguistic variation”, “Formation of standards
of the Ukrainian language” for students of philological faculties of universities.
Perspectives of theoretical and methodological scientific schools in regards to language variations are
seen in the study of variant language units at different levels of language structure in written artifacts of
different periods of language functioning, in the separation of functional variants of literary and written
language on the basis of the obtained linguistic facts of other historical periods.
The written technique of analysis of written monuments allows further systematic study of variant
phonetic, morphological, lexical and other linguistic elements, helps to find out the causes of linguistic
swings, to establish tulle, dialects, foreign language influences in the emergence of phonetic, morphological,
lexical variants, helps to identify the place of linguistic parallelism in the formation of language as a
multifunctional system.
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